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What is the CSS Zen Garden (CSSZG)?

A website created in 2003 as a way of advocating for a 
particular process of web design: using the then-new 
Cascading Style Sheets (Lie, 2005) language to 
demonstrate separation of Hypertext Markup Language 
(HTML) ‘content’ from Cascading Stylesheets (CSS) ‘style’.

Run and curated by blogger and designer Dave Shea, 
it encouraged submissions from others that were examples 
of ‘great CSS design work’ (Shea and Holzschlag 2005: 13)



Same HTML
Different CSS
Co-existing with Flash 
as a web design method



Phase 1 · 2003 – 2007

Designer created a 
submission
– CSS file
– Images

Approved by Shea?

YES
Added to the site and CSS ZG 
source code
210 designs
Available at 
csszengarden.com
Archived and curated by Shea

NO
Linked to the site but not part of 
the CSSZG source code
1,039 designs
Available from mezzoblue.com
(Shea’s blog)
Not archived or curated by Shea



Phase 2 · 2013
Ten years online

Shea invites 8 well-known 
designers to 

send him new designs
CSS file
Images

Final 218 designs
Available at 
csszengarden.com

Shea 
rewrites 
the HTML 
code



Research questions

§ Will analysis of the source code of the 
contributions to the CSSZG produce any 
meaningful information about the development of 
web design and the definition of web designers?

§ How are community sociotechnical imaginaries 
encoded within the CSSZG? Do these change 
over time? How?

§ Did the CSSZG contribute or define a particular 
form of web design and designer? 



Literature review

This work is linked to Brock (2020) and Couture’s (2019) 
work on the definition of source code and code as rhetorical 
speech, alongside the specifically web design related work by 
Kennedy (2011) on the ethical values of web professionals and 
Ankerson’s work (2018: particularly chapter 3 & 5) on 
processes and software related to web design.

Kelty’s (2008) idea of the open-source recursive public and software 
polymaths also seems relevant, as does Becker’s (2008) idea of socially 
constructed ’art worlds’ where a particular configuration of technology 
and institutions are required to create the conditions for an occupation 
to exist. Ankerson’s work also references Suchman’s (2007) on 
configuration, plans and situated actions.



Methods and materials

Following Helmond (2017) ‘modern’ open source software from 
Project Wallace (with some custom code) was used to analyse
the ‘old’ code of the CSSZG. 

The analysis came to rely on 3 primary sources:
§ the current live version of the CSSZG
§ archived versions of the CSSZG and related contexts 
§ a GitHub repository of the code for official submissions.

https://github.com/projectwallace/css-analyzer

https://github.com/puppeteer/puppeteer/



Methods and materials

Source code was analysed by
§ Searching for code in files using a text editor
§ Using ‘diff’ tools that compare files
§ Using regular expressions to find patterns

§ Writing custom PHP code and
JavaScript code to analyse code

§ Using JavaScript and Puppeteer.js 
to create screenshots of the layouts

…basically using anything that I knew how to use



http://www.csszengarden.com/001/

https://web.archive.org/web/20031001180317/http://www.csszengarden.com/

https://github.com/mezzoblue/csszengarden.com/tree/master/001



(some) results



123 changes between earliest and latest version of the HTML
Platforms are added to deliver design assets
— Typefaces through TypeKit
New devices are acknowledged
— iPhone through the viewport metatag



CSS code for some layouts is rewritten by Shea
and archived as ‘legacy.css’ in GitHub

https://github.com/mezzoblue/csszengarden.com/tree/master/002
https://www.diffchecker.com/

002.csslegacy.css
#intro { 
/* CSS code */ 
}

becomes

.intro { 
/* CSS code */ 
}

#intro and .intro 
are CSS ‘selectors’



The use of pixel dimensions in the 
CSS code shifts between phases
.selector { width: [0-9]*px; }

Phase 1, Official and Unofficial Phase 2

Spike at 700-800px,
‘standard widths’ for desktop screens and web layouts



Removing 
the imagery by 
injecting extra CSS 
then taking 
screenshots using 
puppeteer.js
shows reuse 
of underlying layout 
ideas



Results

Source code for 481 of the 1,039 unofficial phase 1 designs 
(2003–2007) were retrievable from the Internet Archive.

Technical markers like CSS property usage and selector 
complexity were very similar between official and unofficial 
designs, suggesting that web design skill was perceived by 
Shea as a mixture of careful technical implementation 
alongside visual design ability.

Project Wallace’s report on selector complexity
Official designs from 2003 – 2007 2.06
Unofficial designs from 2003 – 2007 2.05



Discussion

Kennedy’s ethical values play out in the 
change from ID selectors to Class 
selectors: the design does not change but 
the rhetorical function of the code does. 
CSS Classes are reusable and ‘valid’ for 
Web 2.0–style unknown amounts of 
duplicated or editable content for a blog 
or other user generated content. 

Shea rewrites history to match ‘best 
practice’ and to reflect the CSSZG’s role 
as an educational resource.

INVALID CODE
<div id="entry">
<h2 id="title">Blog 
post</h2></div>
<div id="entry">
<h2 id="title">Blog 
post</h2></div>

VALID CODE
<div class="entry">
<h2 class="title">Blog 
post</h2></div>
<div class="entry">
<h2 class="title">Blog 
post</h2></div>



Discussion

The community ‘pushing’ CSS’s abilities is interesting: for 
example ‘media queries’ appear early in Phase 1 as a ‘hack’ for 
poor browser support but reappear in Phase 2 as an essential 
component of ‘Responsive Web Design’ (Marcotte 2011), another 
community solution to a web design problem.

Phase 1 · 090.css
/* Ugly Opera 7 Hacks Section */
@media all and (min-width: 0px){ /* CSS code */ }

Phase 2 · 220.css
@media screen and (min-width: 1130px) { /* CSS 
code */ }



Discussion

‘Hacks’ in the source code show that, 
unlike Flash-based design (described by 
Ankerson), these ‘polymaths’ (as identified 
by Kelty) needed to create techniques to 
separate out browsers by their ability to 
support the code required to create their 
designs.

The book has many examples of tables 
and techniques dealing with the level of 
browser support.

Shea and Holzschlag 2005: p5, p95



Discussion

Could CSS-based web design also be seen as an example 
of Suchman’s plans and situated actions? CSS-based web 
designers must create a plan outside of code (e.g. 
sketching or using other design tools such as Photoshop) 
then work within the socio-technical assemblage of web 
browsers, browser makers, community-created ‘hacks’ and 
values, to realise their ideas.

Analysis of CSS source code (which can be archived in 
multiple ways) appears to show how ethics and values 
influence decisions. Imaginaries of devices, users and 
definitions of design are also discernable.
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